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Abstract. We present a novel framework, Spatial Pyramid Attention
Network (SPAN) for detection and localization of multiple types of im-
age manipulations. The proposed architecture efficiently and effectively
models the relationship between image patches at multiple scales by con-
structing a pyramid of local self-attention blocks. The design includes a
novel position projection to encode the spatial positions of the patches.
SPAN is trained on a generic, synthetic dataset but can also be fine
tuned for specific datasets; The proposed method shows significant gains
in performance on standard datasets over previous state-of-the-art meth-
ods.
1 Introduction
Fast development of image manipulation techniques is allowing users to create
modifications and compositions of images that look “authentic” at relatively low
cost. Typical manipulation methods include splicing, copy-move, removal and
various kinds of image enhancements to produce “fake” or “forged” images. We
aim to localize the manipulated regions of different tampering types in images.
There has been work on both detection and localization of manipulations in
recent years. Among the methods that include localization, many deal with only
one or a few types of manipulations such as splicing[8,16,18], copy-move[7,27,33,35,36],
removal[44], and enhancement[5,6]. Some recent papers have proposed more gen-
eral solutions that are not specific to manipulation types; these include RGB-
Noise (RGB-N) Net [43] and Manipulation Tracing Network (ManTra-Net) [37].
The two methods differ in the granularity of their localization (bounding boxes
in [43] vs masks in [37]). Our method is also designed for pixel-level masks pre-
dictions of multiple manipulation types.
A key assumption underlying forged region localization is that the color, in-
tensity or noise distributions of manipulated regions are somehow different from
those of the untampered ones. These distinctions are typically not transparent to
a human observer but the expectation is that they can be learned by a machine.
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Fig. 1: Examples of images manipulated by splicing (left) and copy-move (right)
techniques, SPAN predictions and Ground-truth Masks.
Ability to capture and model the relationship between tampered and authen-
tic regions is crucial for this. RGB-N [43] proposes a Faster R-CNN [28] based
method to detect tampered region; hence, its predictions are limited to the rect-
angular box. It also requires fine-tuning to adapt to a new dataset. ManTra-Net
[37] combines the task of image manipulation type classification and localization
into a unified framework and achieves comparable results to RGB-N but without
fine-tuning on the target evaluation data. ManTra-Net makes pixel-level predic-
tions. However, its localization module only models the “vertical” relationship of
same points on different scales of the feature map but does not model the spatial
relations between image patches. We propose to model both “vertical” relation-
ship using multi-scale propagation and spatial relationship using a self-attention
module in the Spatial Pyramid Attention Network (SPAN).
SPAN is composed of three blocks: a feature extractor, a spatial pyramid
attention block and a decision module. We adopt the pre-trained feature extrac-
tor provided by [37] as our feature extractor. To build the relationship between
different image patches, we construct a hierarchical structure of self-attention
layers with the features as input.
The hierarchical structure is designed to first calculate local self-attention
blocks, and the local information is propagated through a pyramid hierarchy.
This enables an efficient and multi-scale modeling of neighbors. Inspired by [31],
within each self-attention layer, we calculate a new representation for each pixel
conditioned on its relationship to its neighborhood pixels. To better capture the
spatial information of each neighbor in the self-attention block, we also introduce
a positional projection which is more suitable for our localization task, instead of
the original positional embedding methods used for machine translation task in
[31]. The decision module, which is composed of a few 2D convolutional layers, is
applied on top of the output from pyramid spatial attention propagation module
to predict the localization mask.
We conducted comprehensive experiments on five different popular bench-
marks and compared with previous works on pixel-level manipulation localiza-
tion of different tampering types. Our proposed SPAN model outperforms cur-
rent state-of-the-art (SoTA) methods ManTra-Net [37] and RGB-N [43] with
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the same setting on almost every benchmark (e.g., 11.21% improvement over
ManTra-Net on Columbia, without fine-tuning; 9.5% improvement over RGB-N
on Coverage, with fine-tuning).
In summary we make three contributions in this work: (1) we designed a novel
Spatial Pyramid Attention Network architecture that efficiently and explicitly
compares patches through the local self-attention block on multiple scales; (2)
we introduced positional projection in the self-attention mechanism, instead of
classic positional embedding used in text processing; (3) We show that the ability
to compare and model relationship between image patches at different scales
results in higher accuracy compared to state-of-the-art methods.
2 Related Work
Manipulation Detection and Localization: Most of existing methods detect
and localization a specific type of manipulation only, such as copy-move[7,27,33],
removal[44], enhancement[5,6], and splicing[8,16,18,29]. Among these types, splice
detection is the most studied topic. For this task, MFCN[29] has proposed a
Multi-task Fully Convolutional Network [22] with enhancement on edge detec-
tion, jointly trained towards both edge detection and tampered region detection.
MAG[18] proposed Generative-Adversarial based pipeline to train its model with
augmented retouched samples, based on a new splicing dataset.
The types of manipulation, however, may not always be known in advance
and a single image may contain multiple types of manipulations. Therefore, it
is important to have systems that detect general types of manipulations. Some
recent work [37,43,4,4] has addressed this problem, and shown success in building
models that have robustness to detection of multiple manipulation techniques.
J-LSTM[3] is an LSTM based patch comparison methods that finds tempered
regions by detecting edges between the tempered patches and authentic patches.
H-LSTM[4] improved this method by introducing a separate encoder-decoder
structure to refine the predicted mask, and a Hilbert Curve route to process the
image patches, to establish better context information. Both methods operate
on fixed size image patches, which might cause failure when the tempered region
size does not follow this assumption.
RGB-N[43] proposes a two-stream Faster R-CNN network[28], which com-
bines the regular RGB-based Faster R-CNN with a parallel module that works
on the noise information generated by the Steganalysis Rich Model (SRM) [11].
RGB-N is pre-trained on a synthetic tampering dataset generated base on MS-
COCO [21]. Due to the R-CNN architecture, RGB-N is limited to localizing to
a rectangular box whereas real objects are not necessarily rectangular. RGB-N
also requires fine tuning on specific datasets to achieve high accuracy.
ManTra-Net[37] has proposed a system that jointly learns the Manipulation-
Tracing feature for both image manipulation classification and forgery local-
ization. ManTra-Net is composed of a VGG[30] based feature extractor and
an LSTM[14] based detection module. The feature extractor is trained towards
385 types of image manipulation, then it is trained together with the detection
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module on a synthetic dataset for multi-type manipulation detection. While
[43,3,4] require fine-tuning on different manipulation distributions to achieve
state-of-the-art performance, ManTra-Net achieves comparable results without
any training on the domain datasets.
Attention Mechanism Attention mechanism, first introduced by [2], has brought
tremendous benefit to the many fields, such as Machine Translation [2,31], Im-
age Captioning [39], Image Question and Answering [40] and Object Detection
[1,15,20]. Attention mechanism helps the neural network build input-aware con-
nections to focus more on meaningful entities, such as words or regions, by
replacing the classic learnable fixed weights with input dependent weights.
Self-Attention mechanism proposed in [31] calculates mutual attention be-
tween a group of input, has succeed in capturing long term word relationships
within the same sentence, and has been dominating Machine Translation in the
recent two years. Image transformer [26] has made an attempt to bring the
self-attention mechanism to image generation, by adopting an encoder-decoder
structure based on pixel-wise self-attention. The Non-local Neuron Network[32]
uses self-attention mechanism to model non-local relationship between pixel fea-
tures, and achieves an improvement in activity recognition, image classification
and object detection. However, the non-local blocks are of O(N4) complexity in
both times and space, for N × N size input, which implies that it could only
be applied when the spatial resolution is reduced. For tasks addressed in [32],
good results are obtained by applying the non-local layer to reduced resolution
maps; however, for manipulation detection, it may be harmful to reduce spatial
resolution as the small differences between pixels that are important in tracing
forgery regions, may be lost during the pooling operations.
3 Method
We describe our proposed Spatial Pyramid Attention Network (SPAN) in this
section. We first provide an overview of the framework, then the details of each
module and lastly how the whole framework can be trained.
3.1 Overview
SPAN is composed of three blocks: feature extractor, pyramid spatial attention
propagation and decision module. We adopt the pre-trained feature extractor as
proposed in [37]. The feature extraction network is trained on synthesized data
generated based on images sampled from the Dresden Image Database [12], using
classification supervision against 385-type image manipulation data. The feature
extractor adopts the Wider & Deeper VGG Network [30,41] as the backbone
architecture, along with Bayer [5] and SRM [11,42] Convolutional Layers to
extract rich features from both visual artifacts and noise patterns.
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Fig. 2: Overview of the Spatial Pyramid Attention Network. There are three
blocks in SPAN framework: feature extraction (blue), pyramid spatial attention
propagation (green) and decision module (orange).
On top of the embeddings extracted using the pre-trained feature extractor,
we apply a convolution layer to adapt the feature to feed into the spatial atten-
tion module. The pyramid spatial attention propagation module is designed to
establish the spatial relationship on multiple scales of the pixel representation.
Five layers of the local self-attention blocks are recursively applied to extract
information from neighboring pixels or patches. To preserve the details from
multi-scale layers, we add the input back to the output after each self-attention
block, through the residual link which is proposed in [13].
To generate the final mask output, 2D convolutional blocks are applied. A
Sigmoid activation is applied to predict the soft tampering mask.
3.2 Local Self-Attention Block
Consider an image feature tensor X of size H ×W × D, where H and W are
the spatial dimensions, and D is the feature dimension. For simplicity, we use
Xi,j to represent pixel at i-th row and j-th column, where each Xi,j ∈ RD. We
calculate the Local Self-Attention value, LSA(Xi,j |X,N, t), for each position
Xi,j , by looking at it and its (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) neighborhood, dilated by
distance t. For example, when N = 1, the 3× 3 neighborhood looks like:Xi−t,j−t Xi−t,j Xi−t,j+tXi,j−t Xi,j Xi,j+t
Xi+t,j−t Xi+t,j Xi+t,j+t

For simplicity, we rename the (2N + 1)2 neighbors linearly from top-left to
bottom-right, as {Y1, Y2, ..., Y(2N+1)2}. Then, the LSA over Xi,j is calculated as
LSA(Xi,j |X,N, t) = 1
C
(2N+1)2∑
l=1
exp
( 〈MkYl,MqXi,j〉√
D
)
MvYl (1)
where 〈, 〉 represents the inner product, C = ∑(2N+1)2l=1 exp( 〈MkYl,MqXi,j〉√D ) is the
soft-max normalization factor, and Mk,Mq,Mv ∈ RD×D are learnable weights.
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Fig. 3: Self-Attention Block: We perform self-attention mechanism over each tar-
get pixel Xi,j and its local neighborhood Pi,j . With learnable projections M
q,Mk
and Mv, we prepare Keys and Values from Pi,j and Query from Xi,j for the at-
tention mechanism.
Equation 1 can be rewritten as
LSA(Xi,j |X,N, t)> = SoftMax
(
(MqXi,j)
>MkPi,j√
D
)
(MvPi,j)
> (2)
where Pi,j = [Y1, ..., Y(2N+1)2 ] ∈ RD×(2N+1)2 , and MkPi,j ,MvPi,j ,MqXi,j cor-
respond to the terminology of Keys, Values and Query in attention mechanism
literature [31,32,2].
Relationships between neighborhood {Y1, Y2, ..., Y(2N+1)2} and pixel Xi,j can
be explicitly modeled by the quadratic form 〈MkYl,MqXi,j〉, and used to help
build the feature for manipulation localization. Such information cannot be easily
extracted by any convolution network with similar number of parameters, as
convolution blocks only adds pixels together, rather than building their mutual
relationship.
3.3 Positional Projection
As shown in the Transformer work [31], positional embedding is essential in self-
attention calculation, to enable the model to tell the difference between inputs
with different temporal order. In our case, it is also important that the model
know the relative spatial relationship between the neighbor pixel and query pixel.
In machine translation models [31], positional embeddings are learnable weights
that directly add to inputs at each input position. This is reasonable for language
tasks, because the word embedding space is typically trained to support vector
addition and subtraction corresponding to linguistic meaning. However, as our
embedding space does not follow these requirements, we propose to use learnable
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Fig. 4: Local Attention Pyramid Propagation: Going through self-attention
blocks with proper dilation distances (e.g. dilation distance of 1 in the pur-
ple blocks and 3 in the orange blocks), information from each pixel location is
propagated in a pyramid structure (e.g. each pixel on level-2 encodes information
from 9 pixels on level-1 and 81 pixels on level-0).
matrix projections {Ml}1≤l≤(2N+1)2 to represent the (2N + 1)2 possible relative
spatial relationships. With positional projection, the LSA block now becomes:
LSA(Xi,j |X,N, t) = 1
C
(2N+1)2∑
l=1
exp
( 〈MkMlYl,MqXi,j〉√
D
)
MvYl (3)
with soft-max normalization factor C =
∑(2N+1)2
l=1 exp
( 〈MkMlYl,MqXi,j〉√
D
)
.
In Figure 3 we illustrate a local self-attention block when N = 1. Given an
image tensor X, we first prepare the neighborhood Pi,j with 9 positional pro-
jected neighbors for each pixel Xi,j . Note that for edge and corner pixels, the
neighborhood sizes are 6 and 4 respectively. The neighbors are then projected
into Keys, Values and Query through matrix projections Mk,Mv and Mq. Fi-
nally, Keys, Values and Query are assembled into output X ′i,j (Equation 3).
3.4 Pyramid Propagation
The local self-attention blocks compare pixels and their neighbors with limited
distances Nt. However, images might have large tampered regions, which require
comparison between pixels far away from each other. Instead of simply enlarging
N to have better pixel coverage, we iteratively apply our local self-attention
blocks to propagate the information in a pyramid structure.
As shown in Figure 4, the purple and orange stacks represent local self-
attention blocks, each with N = 1, t = 1 and N = 1, t = 3. Through the
self-attention block, each pixel on layer 1 represents 9 pixels from layer 0; each
pixel on layer 2 represents 9 pixels from layer 0, and therefore 81 pixels from
layer 1. With properly set dilation distances, pixels from the top of h-layer local
self-attention structure can reach to (2N + 1)2h pixels from the bottom layers.
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There are two benefits of the pyramidal design: 1) We can use a small value
for N , which makes each self-attention block efficient to compute; 2) in upper
layers, pixels not only represent themselves, but encode information from their
local regions. Therefore, by comparing those pixels, the self-attention blocks
compare information from two different patches.
Analysis of block size As demonstrated in Section 3.4, a h-layer M ×M self-
attention block structure with dilation distances {1,M, ...,Mh−1)} helps the
output pixels related to most pixels from the input, where M = 2N + 1 is the
neighborhood size of each self-attention block. Each pixel in the final layer covers
a Mh×Mh region on the input features. Therefore, to cover a S×S size image,
h = O(logM S) layers would be needed. As S
2 self-attention calculation is needed
at each layer, and each self-attention block is of O(M2) complexity in both time
and memory, the total complexity with respect to M is O(S2M2 logM S), which
reaches to its minimum with M = 2N + 1 = 3, among possible integer values.
The 3× 3 blocks not only offer the largest coverage under the same memory
and time budget, but also offer comparisons over more scales. In our SPAN im-
plementation, we adopt a 5-layer, 3×3 self-attention blocks structure, with dila-
tion distances 1, 3, 9, 27, 81, as demonstrated in Figure 2. The proposed structure
compares and models the relationship between neighbor regions at five different
scales, of 3, 9, 27, 81 and 243.
3.5 Framework Training
To train SPAN, we freeze the feature extractor and train the following parts in
an end-to-end fashion, supervised by binary ground-truth mask with 1 labels
tampered pixels and 0 labels authentic pixels. We adopt Binary Cross-Entropy
(BCE) as our loss function:
Loss(Xpred, B) =
1
HW
H∑
i=1
W∑
j=1
(
−Bi,j logXpredi,j − (1−Bi,j) log
(
1−Xpredi,j
))
where Xpred is the output predicted mask, and B is the binary ground-truth
mask. Bi,j and X
pred
i,j represent the corresponding pixel value at location i, j.
4 Experiments
In this section, we describe experiments on five different datasets to explore the
effectiveness of SPAN model. These datasets include (1) base training dataset
as proposed in [37]; (2) NIST16 [25]; (3) Columbia [24]; (4) Coverage [33]; (5)
CASIA [9]. We follow the evaluation protocols as in [37,43,18]. We compare
with other state-of-the-art (SoTA) methods under the setup with and without
finetuning for specific datasets. We compare only with methods that attempt
to detect general manipulations and not tuned to a specific manipulation type,
such as splicing[29,18].
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Table 1: Pixel-level localization performance under the metrics of AUC and F1
comparison on validation set (SynVal) of the pre-training data and four different
benchmarks. We could not find the model that ManTra-Net reported in the
paper. Hence, we also report the performance of ManTra-Net’s default GitHub
model where we share the same feature extractor.
SynVal Columbia Coverage CASIA NIST16
F1 AUC AUC AUC AUC
ManTra-Net [37] 48.39 82.4 81.9 81.7 79.5
ManTra-Net (GitHub) - 77.95 76.87 79.96 78.05
SPAN 81.45 93.61 92.22 79.72 83.95
4.1 Datasets
Following the practices in [37], we used the synthetic dataset proposed in [37]
for training and validation. Four other popular benchmarks for manipulation
detection are used for fine-tuning and evaluation.
– Synthetic Dataset[37] is composed of four subsets: the removal and en-
hancements datasets from [37], the splicing dataset from [34] and the copy-
move dataset from [35]. All samples from the synthetic dataset are of size
224× 224.
– NIST16[25] contains 584 samples with binary ground-truth masks. Samples
from NIST16 are manipulated by one of the types from Splicing, Copy-
Move and Removal, and are post-processed to hide visible traces. A 404:160
training-testing split is provided by [43].
– Columbia[24] is a Splicing based datset, containing 180 images, with pro-
vided edge masks. We transform the edge masks into binary region masks,
with positive tampered pixels and negative authentic pixels. All images in
Columbia are used for testing only.
– Coverage[33] is a Copy-Move based dataset, containing only 100 samples,
with provided binary ground-truth masks, with post-processing to remove
the visible traces of manipulation. A 75:25 training-testing split is provided
by [43].
– CASIA[9] is composed of CASIAv1 and CASIAv2 splits. CASIAv2 con-
tains 5123 images, CASIAv1 contains 921 images; both with provided bi-
nary ground-truth masks. Samples from both subsets are manipulated by
either Splicing or Copy-Move operations. Image enhancement techniques in-
cluding filtering and blurring are applied to the samples for post-processing.
According to [43], CASIAv2 is the train split, and CASIAv1 is the test split.
4.2 Implementation Details
As discussed in Section 3.4 and demonstrated in Figure 2, we adopt the 5-layer
3× 3 self-attention block structure, with dilation distance 1, 3, 9, 27, 81. We use
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the residual link to preserve information from each level, and use the new pro-
posed positional projection to capture the spatial relationships between neigh-
bors. We report the performance using this setting, unless otherwise specified;
ablation on different model choices is given in Section 4.3.
To train SPAN, we set batch size to 4 with 1000 batches per epoch. The
batches are uniformly sampled from the synthetic dataset described above. The
models are optimized by the Adam optimizer [17] with initial learning 10−4
without decay. The validation loss, precision, recall and F1 are evaluated at
each epoch. Learning rate is halved if the validation loss fails to decrease per
10 epochs, until it reaches 10−7. The training is stopped early if the validation
loss fails to decrease for 30 epochs. The best model is picked according to the
validation loss.
Following the setting from [43,3,35], we also fine-tune our model on the train-
ing splits from the four standard benchmarks for some of our experiments, after
it is trained on the synthetic data. For NIST16 and Coverage, we use the exact
same split provided by RGB-N [43]; for CASIA, we use CASIAv2 as training
and CASIAv1 as testing, as stated in RGB-N [43].
Stopping criteria for fine-tuning are set as following: For NIST16 and Con-
verage, we use cross validation instead of using a fixed validation set, due to the
small training split sizes. For CASIA, we randomly sampled 300 images from its
training split to construct a validation split. The model with the best validation
AUC scores are picked and used for evaluation on test set.
Note that the pre-trained feature extractor achieves its peak performance on
original size images, as described in [37]. However, a fixed input size is required
for the detection module, for fine-tuning and generalization. Therefore, during
fine-tuning and inference stage, we extract the features from original sized image
first, and then resize the feature tensor into fixed resolution of 224x224, for
optimal performance. Total run time for a 256x384 image is around 0.11 second.
4.3 Evaluation and Comparison
We evaluate and compare SPAN with current SoTA methods [37,43,3,4,19,23,10]
on the four benchmarks under different setups: (1) pre-training only; (2) pre-
training + fine-tuning. We also explored the effectiveness of each proposed mod-
ule by conducting ablation studies on the four standard benchmarks. We use
pixel-level Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) and
F1 score for comparison against the state-of-the-art general type forgery local-
ization methods, according to [43] and [37].
Pre-training only. We compare the performances of SPAN and ManTra-
Net [37] under the same setup: both models are trained on synthetic dataset as in
[37] and evaluated on validation split of the synthetic dataset (SynVal) and four
different datasets. To fairly compare with [37], all images in these four datasets
are used as test data. As presented in Table 1, SPAN outperforms ManTra-Net by
a large margin on SynVal. With the same feature extraction backbone, our SPAN
is more effective of modeling the spatial relationship among different patches and
thus generates better localization accuracy. Comparing with ManTra-Net [37] on
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Table 2: Pixel-level localization performance under the metrics of AUC and F1
comparison on validation set of the pre-training data and four different bench-
marks. For NIST16, Coverage and CASIA, all models are fine-tuned on the
corresponding training splits unless specifically stated. *We found there is an
overlap of images between training and test data of NIST16.
Supervision
Columbia Coverage CASIA NIST16*
AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1
ELA[19] unsupervised 58.1 47.0 58.3 22.2 61.3 21.4 42.9 23.6
NOI1[23] unsupervised 54.6 57.4 58.7 26.9 61.2 26.3 48.7 28.5
CFA1[10] unsupervised 72.0 46.7 48.5 19.0 52.2 20.7 50.1 17.4
J-LSTM[3] fine-tuned - - 61.4 - - - 76.4 -
H-LSTM[4] fine-tuned - - 71.2 - - - 79.4 -
RGB-N[43] fine-tuned 85.8 69.7 81.7 43.7 79.5 40.8 93.7* 72.2*
SPAN pre-training 93.6 81.5 91.2 53.5 81.4 33.6 83.6 29.0
SPAN fine-tuned - - 93.7 55.8 83.8 38.2 96.1* 58.2*
other four datasets, SPAN also shows better performance under the metric of
AUC, demonstrating that our proposed model has good capability of generalizing
to other datasets without extra adaptation.
SPAN achieves performance gains of over 10% in AUC compared to ManTra-
Net on Columbia ([24]) and Coverage [33]. The performance boost on CASIA
[9] is not as significant. There are two possible reasons: 1) Tampered regions in
Columbia and Coverage have more varied scales than those in CASIA dataset
and our SPAN also benefits from our more effective multi-scale modeling ; 2)
CASIA samples have lower average resolution (256× 384) compare to the other
datasets (NIST: 2448×3264; Columbia: 666×1002; Coverage: 209×586). As we
show in Table 5, the performance gap between SPAN and ManTra-Net decreases
when test images are resized to lower resolution.
Pre-training + fine-tuning. We now compare SPAN with other SoTA
methods [3,4,43] under the fine-tuning setup. We also report scores of traditional
unsupervised signal analysis models (ELA[19], NOI1[23] and CFA1[10]) here as
they are also evaluated over the testing splits rather than over the whole dataset.
For fair comparison, we follow the same practices as in [43]: (1)directly evaluate
on Columbia dataset; (2) finetune our model on Coverage and CASIA training
split and evaluate on test split; (3) finetune the model on training split of NIST16
provided by [43] and evaluate on test split. The results as shown in Table 2
demonstrate that SPAN without fine-tuning already outperformed RGB-N and
other methods by a large margin on Columbia and Coverage, further proving
that our our spatial attention module has the strong capability of generalization.
With fine-tuning, the performances on all four datasets further improve.
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Table 3: Pixel-level AUC and F1 comparison on multiple manipulation types
evaluated NIST16[25] dataset.
Splicing Removal Copy-Move
AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1
ManTra-Net [37] (GitHub) 85.89 38.56 65.52 14.86 79.84 15.03
SPAN (pre-training) 90.27 42.66 77.15 15.73 82.82 13.81
SPAN (fine-tuned) 99.15 82.94 90.95 49.95 90.94 40.54
J-LSTM and H-LSTM also make predictions by comparing image patches.
Two possible reasons our method achieves better performance are: 1) J-LSTM
and H-LSTM look at patches at a single scale only, which might limit them
from detecting tempered regions that are very large or very small; 2) J-LSTM
treats patches independently and adopts an LSTM structure to process patches
linearly, which might lose track of the spatial and context information of those
patches; H-LSTM attempts to alleviate this problem by taking in patches along
a specifically designed Hilbert-Curve route, but it could still be hard for a linear
LSTM to explicitly model spatial information. SPAN considers patches with its
context and neighbor pixels, and has the ability to model spatial relationship
though the positional projection.
There is not a large performance gain on CASIA dataset compared to RGB-N
[43], which is pre-trained on object detection dataset (MS-COCO dataset [21]).
One observation on CASIA dataset is that compared to Columbia and Coverage,
where there is a combination of both tampered objects and random tampered
region, most tampering on CASIA images occur on objects. We put NIST16
numbers in the last column as we observed there are visually almost identical
images in both training and testing splits follow the same protocol in [43].
Manipulation type analysis. In Table 3 we present SPAN’s performance
on different manipulation types when evaluated on NIST16 [25] dataset. For com-
parison, we also generate the per-class results by directly evaluating the model
provided in ManTra-Net GitHub 4. Without fine-tuning on NIST16 (comparing
the first tow rows), our SPAN model performs consistently better than ManTra-
Net on all three manipulation types, demonstrating that our proposed spatial
attention model is effective agnostic to tampering types. SPAN results can be
further improved with adaptation onto this specific dataset.
Ablation studies. We explored how much each proposed component con-
tributes to the final performance. We explore: (1) how to combine the outputs
from different layers of multi-scale attention module (convolution LSTM (LSTM)
[38] and Residual link (Res)); (2) how to model self-attention (position projection
(PP) and position embedding (PE)). Besides the variants in the two modules,
the number of self-attention hierarchy is set to 5 and N = 1. The comparison of
different variants is presented in Table 4. Comparing the first two rows, Resid-
4 https://github.com/ISICV/ManTraNet
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Table 4: Comparison of SPAN variants evaluated with F1 metric on SynVal,
Columbia, Coverage, CASIA and NIST16
F1 SynVal Columbia Coverage CASIA NIST16
SPAN (Res) 79.36 68.76 44.53 31.56 27.92
SPAN (Res+PE) 79.72 68.38 49.13 26.01 28.05
SPAN (LSTM+PP) 78.99 80.56 49.09 29.78 27.70
SPAN (Res+PP) 81.76 81.45 53.47 33.63 28.99
Table 5: Robustness Analysis of SPAN over NIST16 and Columbia Dataset
NIST16 Columbia
Pixel AUC SPAN ManTra-Net SPAN Mantra-Net
No manipulation 83.95 78.05 93.6 77.95
Resize (0.78x) 83.24 77.43 89.99 71.66
Resize (0.25x) 80.32 75.52 69.08 68.64
No manipulation 83.95 78.05 93.6 77.95
GaussianBlur (kernal size=3) 83.1 77.46 78.97 67.72
GaussianBlur (kernal size=15) 79.15 74.55 67.7 62.88
No manipulation 83.95 78.05 93.6 77.95
GaussianNoise (sigma=3) 75.17 67.41 75.11 68.22
GaussianNoise (sigma=15) 67.28 58.55 65.8 54.97
No manipulation 83.95 78.05 93.6 77.95
JPEGCompress (quality=100) 83.59 77.91 93.32 75
JPEGCompress (quality=50) 80.68 74.38 74.62 59.37
ual link performs better than LSTM on fusing the multi-scale attention feature.
One possible explanation is Residual link is easier to optimize compared to the
more complex LSTM; with a strong feature encoded from our attention module,
SPAN with Residual link converges better. We also compare the performances of
SPAN using two types of position modeling: position embedding as in [31] and
our proposed position projection. We compare three variants Res+PP, Res+PE
and Res only in Table. 4. Under the setup of SPAN model, Res and Res+PE per-
form similarly across different datasets. Replacing PE with PP as the positional
modeling achieves significant performance improvement on all datasets.
Robustness We conducted experiments to explore the robustness of SPAN
to various manipulation types in Table 5. To produce modified samples, we apply
standard OpenCV built-in functions AREAResize, GaussianBlur, GaussianNoise,
JPEGCompress on NIST16 and Columbia. SPAN demonstrates more robust per-
formance to compression but is more sensitive to resizing.
Qualitative Results. Figure 5 shows some SPAN and MantraNet [37] re-
sults. The examples show that SPAN produces better predictions compared to
Man-Tra Net in three commonly observed cases: 1) interior of tempered regions
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Fig. 5: Comparison of SPAN prediction results on Coverage, CASIA, Columbia
NIST16 datasets, with ManTra-Net predictions. From top to bottom: Manipu-
lated Image, Ground-truth mask, ManTra-Net prediction, SPAN prediction and
fine-tuned SPAN prediction. There is no fine-tuning result on Columbia dataset
as there is no training split in Columbia.
(green circles); 2) the correct manipulated object (blue circles) and 3) noisy false
negative predictions (orange circles).
5 Conclusion
We presented a Spatial Pyramid Attention Network (SPAN) that models the
relationships between patches on multiple scales through a pyramid structure of
local self-attention blocks, to detect and localize multiple image manipulation
types with or without fine tuning. SPAN outperforms the state-of-the-art models
[43,37].The method is both accurate and robust in general type manipulation
detection and localization, indicating that modeling patch relationship at differ-
ent scales help capture the essential information in manipulation localization.
However, SPAN may be less effective with lower image resolution.
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